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The Current State of Processing
A typical merchant today has to go through multiple processors in order to keep their business functioning. This means that the merchant

has to contact different companies with different account information each time their devices or online services are having issues.
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The Valor PayTech Solution
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Valor PayTech provides an omnichannel solution that provides all the services a merchant needs under one company.
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Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
Full control over devices and transactions as opposed to just
reselling products.

Fluid Processing
ISO’s have the ability to switch processors at their convenience.

Reduce Support & Operation Costs
Better risk management.

Higher Revenues
More selling options to offer the merchant (online surveys,
promotional messaging, etc.)

Live View of Business
Monitor and review transactions as they happen.

Omnichannel Support
ISO’s no longer need to deal with multiple vendors. Any new
business feature introduced will be available on all channels
instantly, creating higher ISO and merchant stickiness.

POS Reliability
Decreased downtime / failure rate. A variety of POS devices are readily
available allowing the merchant to keep up-to-date with the latest technology.
Live View Transactions
Merchants can keep up with their businesses by viewing transactions live
and on-the-go using their mobile devices.

Customer Profiling
Improve sales using data analytics including customer profiling, giving the
merchant purchasing trends. Built in customer feedback service provided
during transaction.
Transaction Effeciency
Less chargeback loses due to charge-slip archival system. Prevent losses
due to missed tip adjust transactions.

Live View of Business
Monitor and review transactions as they happen at the merchant’s
convenience using their mobile device.
Ad Generated Revenue
Ability to cross sell by implementing advertisements on the receipts
physically and by email.

Value Added Service to ISO’s Value Added Service to Merchants
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TSYS Sierra & First Data / Fiserv Omaha Supported Terminals

TERMINALS 1

Ethernet, Wi-Fi, and Dial-Up Connectivity

Desktop POS

Large Scale Touch Screen Display

Signature Capture

EBT Enabled EBT Enabled

GPRS / 4G and Wi-Fi Connectivity

Handheld POS

Large Scale Touch Screen Display

Signature Capture and Pay At The Table

Matching VL 300
Pin Pad Now
Available!



Dual MID’s Supported

TERMINALS 2

Our terminals allow merchants to have traditional processing 

and cash discounting / surcharging on a single terminal.

Merchants can seamlessly transition from cash discounting / 

surcharging to traditional processing by simply canceling the 

Non-Cash Charge / Surcharge on their Valor terminal during a 

transaction and entering a confirmation password. The

terminal will automatically switch the MID when canceling 

the Non-Cash Charge / Surcharge. The merchant then pays 

the standard fee for accepting credit / debit cards under their 

traditional MID.

Dual MID support allows merchants to retain their customers 

who are not willing to pay the Non-Cash Charge / Surcharge. 

Valor PayTech can also offer a traditional account at a reduced 

rate from their current traditional processor.

Watch Video
By default a password is required to bypass the Non-Cash Charge.
Using the portal, a merchant or ISO can remove the password and
bypass the Non-Cash charge by tapping the “x” alone during a
transaction.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbCYuYolzWM


Cash Discounting / Surcharge On Tip - VL110

TERMINALS 3

Merchants have the ability to add a Cash Discount / Non- 

Cash Charge fee or Surcharge percent to tip at a Pay At 

The Table environment using the VL110.

In a normal Cash Discount / Surcharge Pay At The Table 

environment, the merchant always pays the 4% 

Non-Cash Charge on all tipping. Valor PayTech

eliminates that charge to the merchant.

When using our Cash Discount feature, merchants can 

accept all card types including PIN debit. Merchants can 

also customize the verbiage for the Non-Cash Charge on 

their terminals and receipts with a maximum of 26

characters.

When using our Surcharge feature, merchants have to 

charge debit card transactions as credit to pass the

Surchage fee onto the customer.

$62.50 Total of Amount + Tip

(Amount + Tip)4% of $62.50

Watch Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXrWScq76DM


Smart Tipping

TERMINALS 4

On screen tip suggestions allows the merchant to offer 

their customer 4 different custom tipping amount 

options set by the merchant through the Valor Portal.

Smart tipping is also available on

paper receipts.

1 5 %

2 0 % 2 5 %

1 8 %



Bill Splitting

TERMINALS 5

Merchants can offer their customers the ability to 

split a bill up to 5 ways. 

This is ideal for a restaurant environment and any 

environment where tab splitting is essential.

In a GPRS Pay At The Table environment, using the 

VL110, the server will enter the total amount of

customers splitting the bill and give the customers 

the terminal to process their individual transactions. 

In a desktop environment, using the VL100, the 

server will enter the total amount of customers 

splitting the bill and run the individual card

transactions on their own.

The terminals automatically split the transaction 

total evenly amongst the total amount of customers.

Server taps the arrow to determine 
the amount of customers splitting
the bill (up to 5 customers)

In a GPRS Pay At The Table environment,
using the VL110, the customers will pay
their individual total transactions until
the total amount of customers is reached.



Paperless Signature / Receipt Option

TERMINALS 6

Customers sign for their transactions on the terminal’s 

screen using their finger. After completing the transaction 

customers have the option to receive their receipt as an 

SMS text receipt or a paper receipt.

Since most customers opt for SMS text this creates a

large reduction in paper costs for the merchant. 

A digital copy of all sales receipts with the customer’s

signature are stored in the merchant’s Valor portal.

This is an amazing feature for fighting chargebacks.

Mind Cafe >

Thank you for shopping at
Mind Cafe. Click here to view
your receipt:
https://mindcafe/0001/receipt

App Name: MasterCard

AID: A00000000041010

TVR: 00000088000

TSI: E800

CUSTOMER COPY 03/03/2020 04:25:02

3636 33rd st ASTORIA

New York 11106

(866) 811 - 1005

2 0 2 0

MIND CAFE

APPROVED

$7.28

Cardholder acknowledges receipt of goods and
obligations set forth by the cardholder’s agreement

with issuer.

Amount

Non-Cash Charge
$7.00

$0.28

006309500377
VTLMC1
CHIP

CHARGED
MasterCard 0000 $7.28

SALE

CAPITAL TODAY
FOR BUSINESS TOMORROW!

Merchants in a fast paced environment, such as
grocery stores, can disable the phone number
capture feature and even opt for paper receipts
with no customer signature required.

Merchants have the ability to
add their own custom logo.



Built-In Customer Survey Module
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At the time of transaction, the customer is prompted to choose a 

series of faces ranging from dissatisfied to very satisfied giving 

the owner the ability to know the overall experience the customer 

is having.

The Valor PayTech survey module is used on each transaction 

allowing the merchant to determine at what points of the day 

customers are enjoying / not enjoying their experience the most 

giving the merchant the opportunity to improve or reward his 

employees.

TERMINALS

The entire transaction process starting from the customer
entering their card information and ending with them
rating their experience happens within seconds!



Contactless Payment

TERMINALS 8

Merchants, employees, and customers are kept safe by 

accepting contactless payments.

Contactless payments allow merchants and their

employees to process payments without having to

physically touch the customer’s card.

Our VL100 and VL110 terminals are equipped with a

contactless payment option that can accept eWallet 

payments such as Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Google Pay, 

and Android Pay.


